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Integrated cistromic and expression analysis of amplified NKX2-1 in lung adenocarcinoma identifies LMO3 as a functional transcriptional target
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The NKX2-1 transcription factor, a regulator of normal lung development, is the most significantly amplified gene in human lung adenocarcinoma. To study the transcriptional impact of NKX2-1 amplification, we generated an expression signature associated with NKX2-1 amplification in human lung adenocarcinoma and analyzed DNA-binding sites of NKX2-1 by genome-wide chromatin immunoprecipitation. Integration of these expression and cistromic analyses identified LMO3, itself encoding a transcription regulator, as a candidate direct transcriptional target of NKX2-1. Further cistromic and overexpression analyses indicated that NKX2-1 can cooperate with the forkhead box transcription factor FOXA1 to regulate LMO3 gene expression. RNAi analysis of NKX2-1-amplified cells compared with nonamplified cells demonstrated that LMO3 mediates cell survival downstream from NKX2-1. Our findings provide new insight into the transcriptional regulatory network of NKX2-1 and suggest that LMO3 is a transcriptional signal transducer in NKX2-1-amplified lung adenocarcinomas.
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Genomic alterations of transcription factors are known to play key roles in the development of many human cancers. For example, TP53 [the gene encoding p53] is the most frequently mutated gene in all cancers [Levine and Oren 2009], MYC is frequently amplified in many types of cancers [including breast carcinomas and small-cell lung carcinomas] and is translocated in Burkitt’s lymphomas [Dalla-Favera et al. 1982, Taub et al. 1982], and ETS family members are frequently translocated in prostate cancer [Tomlins et al. 2005], Ewing’s sarcoma [Delattre et al. 1992], and leukemias [Peeters et al. 1997]. For some transcription factors, genomic alterations are only associated with particular types of cancers: For example, AR amplification is linked to mechanisms of resistance in recurrent prostate cancers [Visakorpi et al. 1995], PAX5 deletion is linked to acute lymphocytic leukemia [Mullighan et al. 2007], and RUNX1 translocation is linked to acute myelogenous leukemia [Miyoshi et al. 1991]. In addition, there has been emerging evidence that a lineage-restricted genomic amplification of developmental transcription factors occurs frequently in solid tumors, as exemplified by MITF in melanomas and SOX2 in lung and esophageal squamous cell carcinomas [Garraway et al. 2005, Bass et al. 2009].

NKX2-1 is the most significantly focally amplified gene in lung adenocarcinomas, with amplification detected in ~12% of cases [Kendall et al. 2007; Tanaka et al. 2007; Weir et al. 2007; Kwei et al. 2008]. NKX2-1, also referred
to as TTF-1 (for thyroid transcription factor 1), is well known as a molecular marker for lung adenocarcinoma and is particularly useful in clinical diagnosis of metastatic carcinomas, where its identification supports the tumor originating in the lung [Bejarano et al. 1996; Holzinger et al. 1996]. Nkx2-1 is required for the development of the trachea, brain, and thyroid in early murine embryonic development and for peripheral lung-branching morphogenesis later in development [Costa et al. 2001; Maeda et al. 2007]. Mice lacking Nkx2-1 die at birth of respiratory failure with hypoplastic lungs that stem from an undivided foregut [Yuan et al. 2000]. Nkx2-1 may belong to the class of lineage survival oncogenes, which are ordinarily required for the differentiation and survival of particular cell lineages and later become subject to focal amplification in cancers within their own lineage [Garraway and Sellers 2006]. While the specific cell of origin that gives rise to lung adenocarcinomas has yet to be precisely characterized, Nkx2-1 is required for the survival of lung adenocarcinoma cells with amplification of Nkx2-1 [Kendall et al. 2007; Tanaka et al. 2007; Weir et al. 2007; Kwei et al. 2008].

The role of Nkx2-1 in cancer pathogenesis is complex and remains poorly understood. Activating translocations of Nkx2-1 have been reported in ~3% of acute pre-T-cell lymphoblastic leukemias [T-ALL] [Homminga et al. 2011], suggesting that the oncogenic function of Nkx2-1 may not be restricted to the lung. In addition, like NOTCH1 [Stransky et al. 2011] and MEN1 [Yokoyama et al. 2005], it appears that Nkx2-1 can play both an oncogenic and a tumor-suppressive role in different settings. While Nkx2-1 amplification is found in human lung adenocarcinoma, loss of mouse Nkx2-1 promotes metastasis in a Kras-driven mouse model of lung adenocarcinoma, and human tumors with low Nkx2-1 expression have generally worse prognoses [Winslow et al. 2011]. More recently, a study showed evidence that Nkx2-1 haploinsufficiency increased Kras-induced tumor initiation and progression [Maeda et al. 2012], consistent with previous results [Winslow et al. 2011], but decreased EGFR-induced lung adenocarcinomas, indicating context-dependent roles of Nkx2-1 in lung carcinogenesis [Maeda et al. 2012]. These results are consistent with the remarkable genomic heterogeneity of human lung adenocarcinoma [Weir et al. 2007; Ding et al. 2008; Govindan et al. 2012; Imilinski et al. 2012]. While the Nkx2-1 locus is the most commonly amplified region in lung adenocarcinoma and RNAi experiments confirm Nkx2-1 as the functional target of this amplification [Kendall et al. 2007; Tanaka et al. 2007; Weir et al. 2007; Kwei et al. 2008], lung adenocarcinomas without Nkx2-1 amplification and/or expression plausibly harbor other genomic alterations that play complementary roles to Nkx2-1. The observation that tumors with low Nkx2-1 expression [Barletta et al. 2009; Winslow et al. 2011] and with Nkx2-1 amplification [Barletta et al. 2009] are both associated with poor prognosis may not imply any mechanistic relationship to Nkx2-1 itself, as these likely represent the result of different heterogeneous features of the tumors. Nkx2-1 has recently been reported to activate expression of the ROR1 gene in lung adenocarcinoma [Yamaguchi et al. 2012], however, the transcriptional consequences of Nkx2-1 amplification in lung adenocarcinoma and the mechanism underlying its oncogenic activity in this disease have not been established.

In the normal lung, Nkx2-1 induces a subset of gene expression changes involved in the differentiation of alveolar type II cells. Among the directly induced genes reported are LAMP3, CEACAM6, and CIT [Kolla et al. 2007], and an Nkx2-1 overexpression signature in BEAS-2B bronchoepithelial cells includes focal adhesion and oxidative phosphorylation pathways [Hsu et al. 2009]. Promoter regions directly bound by Nkx2-1 in developing lungs have been also reported, which include the promoters of E2f3, Ccnb1, and Ccnb2 genes [Tagine et al. 2012]. Mechanistically, transcriptional activity of Nkx2-1 has been shown to be facilitated by interaction with several cellular proteins, including nuclear hormone receptors such as the retinoic acid receptor [RAR], zinc finger transcription factors such as Gata-6, and coactivators such as Srb [Maeda et al. 2007].

Here, using integrated cistromic and gene expression analysis, we show that Nkx2-1 amplification is associated with overexpression of the LMO3 gene, a member of the LMO family of oncogenes that are translocated in T-ALL [Boehm et al. 1988b; McGuire et al. 1989], the same disorder in which Nkx2-1 translocation has been observed [Homminga et al. 2011]. Furthermore, we show that Nkx2-1 interacts physically with the LMO3 locus and activates its expression, which preferentially drives survival of cells with Nkx2-1 amplification.

Results

Expression signature of Nkx2-1-amplified lung adenocarcinomas

To identify the genes regulated by Nkx2-1 and provide additional insight into the cellular origin of Nkx2-1-amplified lung adenocarcinomas, we derived an Nkx2-1 expression signature in lung adenocarcinomas that harbors amplification of Nkx2-1. We performed an unpaired two-class statistical comparison using SAM [significance analysis of microarray] [Tusher et al. 2001] on array-based expression profiling data from 470 primary lung adenocarcinoma tumors [Director’s Challenge Consortium for the Molecular Classification of Lung Adenocarcinoma et al. 2008] and 42 non-small-cell lung carcinoma cell lines with matched copy number data [Sos et al. 2009] to identify genes whose expression is most significantly correlated with Nkx2-1 expression in primary tumors and with Nkx2-1 amplification in cell lines [Fig. 1A,B; Supplemental Table S1].

To discern individual genes whose expression is significantly correlated with Nkx2-1 overexpression, we intersected the most significantly differentially expressed genes by SAM analysis in data sets generated from primary tumors and cell lines. Since the statistical power for detection is very different in the two data sets [Fig. 1A,B], we analyzed the 1000 most differentially expressed genes...
Figure 1. Genes associated with NKX2-1 amplification and overexpression in human lung adenocarcinoma. [A] Genes (12,328) are rank-ordered by differential expression score (SAM score) and plotted against the expected SAM score in 11 lung adenocarcinoma cell lines with high-level focal NKX2-1 amplification compared with 17 lung adenocarcinoma cell lines with the lowest NKX2-1 expression in a panel of 42 lung adenocarcinoma cell lines with matched copy number data from a 250K SNP array. The red circle indicates positively correlated genes with a SAM score that deviates from the expected distribution of the SAM score at a Delta slope of 0.26. The green circle indicates negatively correlated genes with score deviates from the expected distribution of the SAM score at a Delta slope of 0.26. [B] Genes (13,291) are rank-ordered by a differential expression SAM score and plotted against the expected SAM score in 47 (top 10th percentile) primary human lung adenocarcinomas with the highest expression of NKX2-1 compared with 47 (bottom 10th percentile) tumors with the lowest NKX2-1 expression from expression profiles of 470 primary lung adenocarcinomas. Genes are plotted against the expected distribution of the SAM score. The red circle indicates positively correlated genes with a SAM score that deviates from the expected distribution of the SAM score at a Delta slope of 3.9. The green circle indicates negatively correlated genes with a score that deviates from the expected distribution of the SAM score at a Delta slope of 3.9. There were more genes whose expression is positively correlated with NKX2-1 overexpression than negatively correlated. The signature tails, or overall departure from no gene effects (from 0 to 1) in the data set, for positive is 0.77 and for negative is 0.20. (C) Venn diagram depicting the overlap between positively correlated genes of the 1000 most differentially expressed genes associated with NKX2-1 amplification in lung adenocarcinoma cell lines and positively correlated genes of the 1000 most differentially expressed genes associated with the top 10th percentile highest NKX2-1 expression in primary lung adenocarcinomas (hypergeometric P-value of significant overlap < 1 × 10^-12). (D, left) Of the 147 overlapped genes, the expression level of the most differentially expressed 25 genes in 11 NKX2-1-amplified cell lines and 17 cell lines with the lowest NKX2-1 expression is shown in a heat map. Cell lines are ordered from left to right by copy number at the NKX2-1 locus. (Right) Of the 147 overlapped genes, the expression level of the most differentially expressed 25 genes in primary lung adenocarcinomas with the top and bottom 10th percentile NKX2-1 expression is shown in a heat map. Samples are ordered from left to right by NKX2-1 expression level. The complete list of the genes is available in Supplemental Table 1.

with [observed SAM score − expected score] > 3.9 for primary tumors and > 0.26 for cell lines. As expected, there were significant overalls, 147 overexpressed genes (P < 1 × 10^-12) and 38 underexpressed genes (P = 1.4 × 10^-7) were shared between the data sets [Fig. 1C; Supplemental Fig. S1A,B; Supplemental Table S1]. The genes whose expression was positively correlated with NKX2-1 amplification included three categories: genes that reside on chromosome 14q13 and are often coamplified with NKX2-1, which include MBIP and NFKBIA; genes that are known to be positively regulated by NKX2-1, including SFTPA2, HOP (Yin et al. 2006), and CEACAM6 (Kolla et al. 2007), and newly identified coexpressed genes, including LMO3, GPR116, and SLC34A2. These NKX2-1 targets are overrepresented in a gene expression signature (cluster 4) of lung adenocarcinomas previously identified with the same primary tumor data set (P < 1 × 10^-16) [Fig. 1D, Supplemental Fig. S1C; Director’s Challenge Consortium for the Molecular Classification of Lung Adenocarcinoma et al. 2008]. This finding is also consistent with an analysis of data from expression profiling arrays of 49 lung adenocarcinomas and 40 lung squamous cell carcinomas that identified LMO3 (also known as DAT1) as the second most differentially expressed gene after NKX2-1 in lung adenocarcinomas as compared with squamous cell lung carcinomas [Hofmann et al. 2006].

Genome-wide analysis of the association of NKX2-1 with chromatin in human lung adenocarcinoma cells

To investigate the DNA-binding sites of NKX2-1 across the genome, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) from lysates of the NCI-H3122 cell line, the lung cancer cell line with the highest degree of amplification and the highest expression of NKX2-1 [Supplemental Fig. S2A,B], followed by massively parallel sequencing [ChIP-seq]. We obtained 7,173,491, and 6,118,041 alignable reads for the nonimmunoprecipitated input and the anti-NKX2-1 immunoprecipitated sample, respectively. To avoid overrepresentation artifacts of amplified regions caused by aneuploidy and copy number alterations, we normalized the number of mappable reads within genome windows of 100 kb.

After the correction, significantly enriched NKX2-1-occupied peaks were analyzed by the MACS (model-based analysis of ChIP-seq) algorithm [Zhang et al. 2008]. Overall, we identified 7469 significantly enriched regions [P < 1 ×
Analysis of aggregated NKX2-1-binding regions showed sequence conservation across multiple vertebrate species, with the highest average conservation score at the center of the binding sites, representing likely functional occupancies of NKX2-1 (Supplemental Fig. S3A). NKX2-1-binding sites are more enriched in the proximity of transcription start sites (TSSs) and promoter regions (within 1 kb from the TSS) (9.2%; \( P = 2.5 \times 10^{-286} \)) than expected by chance (Fig. 2A,B). We identified NKX2-1-binding sites in the promoter regions of known transcriptional target genes of NKX2-1, such as SFTPB, CCNB1, and ROR1 (Supplemental Fig. S3B; Bohinski et al. 1994; Tagne et al. 2012; Yamaguchi et al. 2012). Independent immunoprecipitation confirmed enrichment by quantitative PCR (qPCR) at all 15 arbitrarily selected enrichment sites (Supplemental Fig. S3C). We further confirmed the specific enrichment of NKX2-1 at five loci by performing ChIP using two additional antibodies against NKX2-1 as well as controls using blocking peptides (Supplemental Fig. S3D).

To investigate whether genome-wide cis elements of NKX2-1 are shared across lung adenocarcinoma cell lines with NKX2-1 amplification, we performed ChIP-seq analyses on two additional lung adenocarcinoma cell lines, NCI-H1819 and NCI-H2087, both of which harbor NKX2-1 amplification (Supplemental Fig. S2A,B). We identified NKX2-1-bound regions in NCI-H1819 and NCI-H2087 from >16 million aligned reads and compared the enriched sites between these cell lines and NCI-H3122. After normalizing the identified significant (\( P < 1 \times 10^{-6} \)) peak numbers to the cell line with the fewest peaks (7469 in NCI-H3122), we directly intersected the identified NKX2-1-binding regions of these cell lines (Supplemental Table S2). While there was a significant overlap among these cell lines as expected, only 559 (~7.5% of each sample) loci were common in all three cell lines and 3171 (~17% of all sites) in any two samples, and there were many unique binding loci in each cell line (Fig. 2C).

**Significant overrepresentation of the genes with adjacent NKX2-1-binding sites whose expression is correlated with NKX2-1 amplification and/or overexpression**

To determine the functional consequences of NKX2-1 activity and DNA binding in lung adenocarcinomas, we sought to integrate NKX2-1-binding regions with our gene expression data set. For this analysis, we identified 1158 highly significant common NKX2-1-binding site peaks (\( P < 1 \times 10^{-60} \)) by combining enriched peaks in the three cell lines described above, which also displayed enrichment signals in individual cell lines (Fig. 3A; Supplemental Table S2). To generate the gene set from NKX2-1-binding sites, we then annotated the common 1158 peaks to the adjacent gene and generated a list of genes that have NKX2-1-binding sites within 30 kb of the TSS (Supplemental Table S3). Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (Subramanian et al. 2005) revealed significant overrepresentation of those adjacent genes in primary tumors with high NKX2-1 expression and in cell lines with a high NKX2-1 copy number, suggesting that aberrant overexpression of NKX2-1 primarily activates the expression of transcriptional target genes whose expression is not trans-activated by NKX2-1 at physiological expression levels (Fig. 3B).

In addition, while the ChIP signal was most enriched upstream of TSSs of the genes positively correlated with NKX2-1 amplification, there was also signal enrichment upstream of TSSs of the genes negatively correlated with NKX2-1 amplification, indicating that NKX2-1 might directly repress expression of a set of anti-correlated genes (Fig. 2A).

**Figure 2.** NKX2-1 binds preferentially to promoter regions of the genes whose expression is correlated with NKX2-1 amplification. (A) The average NKX2-1 ChIP enrichment signal on the gene structure of all genes (gene bodies were normalized to 3 kb) was plotted in black. The signal is highest upstream of the TSS. The NKX2-1 ChIP signal is also plotted for genes whose expression is positively correlated with NKX2-1 amplification (red) and negatively correlated (cyan) and not correlated and low in NCI-H3122 cells (purple). NKX2-1 occupancy at TSSs is highest in genes whose expression is positively correlated. (B) NKX2-1 occupancy within 1 kb upstream of TSSs is significantly higher than expected by random chance. Of all enriched peaks, 9.2% are within 1 kb upstream of TSSs of any RefSeq genes that comprise 1.0% of the effective genome size. (C) The Venn diagram depicts overlaps of 7469 each of the most significantly enriched genomic intervals by NKX2-1 ChIP for three lung adenocarcinoma cell lines that harbor NKX2-1 amplification (NCI-H1819, NCI-H2087, and NCI-H3122).
Motif-based analysis of sequences from the NKX2-1-binding regions revealed AP-1, Forkhead, and nuclear hormone receptor-binding motifs

Next, we sought to identify consensus NKX2-1-binding region motifs within the central 100 base pairs (bp) of NKX2-1-binding regions with the highest statistical value for enrichment using the MEME-ChIP algorithm (Machanick and Bailey 2011). We used sequences from 1158 common binding regions (combined $P < 1 	imes 10^{-30}$) and identified the motif sequence c/gTg/tGAg/a/gG/c as the most significant (Fig. 4A). Analysis of sequences from each individual cell line identified the almost identical motif sequence [data not shown]. The identified motif is highly similar to the Nkx3-2 consensus motif (Kim et al. 2003) and zeste consensus motifs in Drosophila (Benson and Pirrotta 1988) and has similarity to the in vitro motif for NKX2-1 (Berger et al. 2008) and vnd, the homologous gene to NKX2-1 in Drosophila (Wang et al. 2002).

Many transcription factors function in heterodimeric complexes with other transcription factors or coactivators to synergistically regulate gene expression. To predict potential co-occupancies of NKX2-1 with other DNA-binding proteins, we searched for sequences from the databases of known consensus motifs overrepresented in the proximity of NKX2-1-binding sites. We identified
significant enrichment of sequences corresponding to AP-1 and Forkhead box (FOX) consensus binding motifs [Fig. 4B]. In addition, to more specifically identify DNA motifs immediately adjacent to the primary NKX2-1-binding motifs at fixed spacing intervals, which would suggest a likely hetero-oligomeric interaction between two transcription factors and the DNA, we searched for enrichment of known DNA motifs at a given distance from the primary NKX2-1 motif. The most significantly enriched motif was identified to be the ESR2 [estrogen receptor β (ERβ)] motif found in common \( P = 1.1 \times 10^{-22} \) in 23 of 371 sites with both motifs and all \( P = 4.4 \times 10^{-92} \) in 148 of 7538 sites with both motifs. NKX2-1-binding sequences in the three cell lines at a 15-bp distance from the primary NKX2-1 motif [Fig. 4C]. The ERβ motif shared commonality between other hormone receptors such as ERα and RARs. Indeed, 425 sites were found to overlap between NKX2-1-occupied regions [3358 sites, combined \( \text{P-value} < 1 \times 10^{-30} \)] [Fig. 3A] and published ERα-occupied regions in the MCF-7 breast cancer cell line [14,505 sites] [Supplemental Fig. S4A; Ross-Innes et al. 2010]. Similarly, we attempted to compare the occupancies by NKX2-1 and RAR using RARs ChIP-seq data [Hua et al. 2009] from the MCF-7 breast adenocarcinoma cell line and found 392 (8%) regions commonly occupied by RARs in MCF-7 cells [4870 sites] and by NKX2-1 in lung adenocarcinoma cell lines [Supplemental Fig. S4A] as compared with 98 sites common in 3648 GATA3-bound sites in the MCF7 cell line from the same study [Hua et al. 2009]. Analysis with a statistical metric to calculate significant overlap of peaks over genome background [Chikina and Troyanskaya 2012] showed a higher number of peaks that significantly overlapped with RARs- and ERα-binding peaks as compared with GATA3-binding peaks [Supplemental Fig. S4A].

Further inspection of the expression data set revealed that among 14 AP-1 complex-associated genes, 31 FOX genes, and eight RA/estrogen-related receptor genes, the genes whose expression is most significantly correlated with NKX2-1 overexpression include FOSB, FOS, JUN, FOXA2, FOXA1, and FOXJ1 [Supplemental Fig. S4B]. To determine the requirement of these potential cooperating DNA-binding proteins with NKX2-1, we examined cell viability after suppressing either of three candidate genes—FOXA1, ESR1, or RARA—in an NKX2-1-amplified cell line, NCI-H3122. FOXA1 was found to be required for cell survival in this cell line, whereas ESR1 and RARA were dispensable for cell survival [Fig. 4D].

The LMO3 oncogene is a transcriptional target of NKX2-1 in lung adenocarcinomas

To identify the most likely individual target genes of NKX2-1 that transduce its function in lung adenocarcinoma, we analyzed significantly correlated genes in two expression data sets [Ding et al. 2008; Sos et al. 2009] in the context of genes with nearby NKX2-1-binding sites (−3 kb to −1 kb of the TSS) in NCI-H3122 cells and found 14 genes at the intersection of all three lists [Supplemental Fig. S5A]. The genes include SFTPB, a well-known target gene of NKX2-1, MBIP, the nearest gene to NKX2-1 that is frequently coamplified; and LMO3, a paralog of the LMO1 and LMO2 genes, which are well known as translocated oncogenes in T-ALL [Boehm et al. 1988a,b]. The LMO3 gene has also recently been reported to be translocated in T-ALL [Simonis et al. 2009] and implicated in promoting tumorogenesis of neuroblastoma [Aoyama et al. 2005]. Moreover, a Drosophila homolog of NKX2-1, vnd, most preferentially binds to the Beadex or dLMO gene, the homolog of the LMO family in Drosophila [Wang et al. 2005]. Indeed, expression of LMO3 was the most significantly correlated of any gene with expression of NKX2-1 in the analyzed lung adenocarcinoma tumor data set [Fig. 1B, Supplemental Table S1].

Given that multiple potential NKX2-1 target genes exhibited both NKX2-1 occupancy in NCI-H3122 cells and coexpression with NKX2-1, we wished to determine whether any of these novel NKX2-1 target genes are essential in cells with amplification of the NKX2-1 locus. To this end, we used a small-scale arrayed shRNA screening approach to determine relative essentiality of 15 genes—14 putative NKX2-1 target genes and NKX2-1 itself—in four lung adenocarcinoma cell lines [NCI-H3122, NCI-H1819, NCI-H2087, and HCC1833] with amplification of NKX2-1 and four lung adenocarcinoma cell lines without amplification [NCI-H23, NCI-H1437, HCC461, and Calu3] [Weir et al. 2007]. We performed statistical analysis of the shRNA data set using the RIGER [RNAi gene enrichment ranking] algorithm, designed to evaluate the differential impact of multiple shRNA gene sets on different cell lines [Luo et al. 2008]. Among the 15 genes tested, weighted sum analysis showed that suppression of the NKX2-1 gene had the largest differential anti-proliferative effects on NKX2-1-amplified lung adenocarcinoma cell lines compared with control lung adenocarcinoma cell lines without such amplification, followed by LMO3 with the second largest effect [Fig. 5A]. These observations indicate that LMO3 is an essential mediator downstream from NKX2-1 in driving proliferation and survival of NKX2-1-amplified cell lines.

As previous studies have shown that suppression of NKX2-1 in lung adenocarcinoma cells with amplification of NKX2-1 results in increased apoptosis [Tanaka et al. 2007; Kwei et al. 2008], we assessed the effect by LMO3 suppression in NCI-H3122 cells. Suppression of LMO3 via shRNA similarly increased apoptosis, whereas it did not affect cell proliferation in cell cycle analysis [Supplemental Fig. S5B]. However, ectopic expression of LMO3 in NKX2-1-suppressed NCI-H3122 cells failed to overcome decreased cell viability [data not shown]. Thus, it is likely that LMO3 is not the only downstream effector of amplified NKX2-1 and there may be multiple direct and indirect effectors, as indicated by our expression and cistromic analyses.

To determine whether LMO3 is more abundantly expressed in lung adenocarcinomas compared with other types of tumor, we analyzed a publicly available expression data set from multiple tumor types [International Genomics Consortium, https://expo.intgen.org/geo/listPublicGeoTransactions.do]. The LMO3 gene is
most highly expressed in lung cancer and in thyroid cancer, where NKX2-1 is also highly expressed (Supplemental Fig. S6A; Fabbro et al. 1994; Zhang et al. 2006). We confirmed that LMO3 expression is much higher in lung adenocarcinomas compared with lung squamous cell carcinomas (Hofmann et al. 2006) with analysis of additional microarray data (Supplemental Fig. S6B; Bhattacharjee et al. 2001). This result is consistent with our previous finding that NKX2-1 is primarily amplified in lung adenocarcinoma but not in squamous cell lung carcinomas (Bass et al. 2009). In situ hybridization of a probe against the Lmo3 gene in normal adult mouse lungs showed that it is highly expressed in bronchiolar epithelium, where Nkx2-1 is known to be highly expressed (Supplemental Fig. S6C), but is not expressed in the proximal airway, where Nkx2-1 levels are normally low. However, Lmo3 was not found to be expressed in alveolar type II cells (Supplemental Fig. S6C), whereas NKX2-1 is known to be expressed in both bronchiolar epithelium and alveolar type II cells (Yatabe et al. 2002). These results potentially reflect a similarity in cell lineage between lung adenocarcinomas with NKX2-1 amplification and the bronchiolar epithelium, although both Clara cell (SCGB1A1 and CYP2B6) and alveolar type II cell (SFTPC) markers are highly expressed in lung adenocarcinomas that overexpress NKX2-1 (Supplemental Table S1).

To evaluate the requirement of NKX2-1 for LMO3 expression in the cell lines that express both genes, we suppressed the expression of NKX2-1 using two previously validated shRNAs (Weir et al. 2007). LMO3 expression was significantly reduced after NKX2-1 suppression on both the mRNA and protein levels (Fig. 5B,C). To exclude the possibility that reduced expression is a general consequence of decreased transcription by reduced viability of cells with NKX2-1 suppression, we investigated the degree of decrease of LMO3 expression by NKX2-1 compared with the effects on other transcripts by performing expression profiling of NCI-H2009 cell lines stably expressing two shRNAs against NKX2-1 or shRNA against GFP. LMO3 was among the 50 most differentially expressed genes between NCI-H2009 cells with shGFP and shNKX2-1, confirming that LMO3 is a transcriptional target of NKX2-1 in a cell line with amplification of NKX2-1 (Supplemental Fig. S6D).

Expression of LMO3 is directly regulated by NKX2-1 in lung adenocarcinomas

To verify the enrichment of NKX2-1 binding and characterize its precise binding location on the LMO3 gene locus, we designed several primer sets surrounding the LMO3 TSS, performed NKX2-1 ChIP, and analyzed ChIP enrichment by qPCR using the NCI-H3122 cell line. Corresponding to the peak center of enrichment with ChIP-seq data, the highest enrichment of NKX2-1 was observed with a primer set spanning 693–845 bp downstream from the TSS of the LMO3 gene, where the sequence is conserved across several species (Supplemental Fig. S7A,B).

Next, we generated reporter constructs to assess the ability of NKX2-1 binding to the LMO3 locus to activate expression of the LMO3 gene. The DNA sequence downstream [103–1149 bp] from the TSS of the LMO3 gene was cloned upstream of the luciferase gene, and luciferase activity was measured after transfection of 293T cells. We observed induction of luciferase activity when the reporter plasmid was cotransfected with the NKX2-1 expression vector, although it was modest possibly due to the lack of expression of cofactors in the cellular context of the renal embryonic cell line (Supplemental Fig. S7C).

ChIP after formaldehyde cross-linking enriches DNA loci occupied by the immunoprecipitated protein either directly or indirectly as a multiprotein complex. To determine whether the interaction between NKX2-1 and
the LMO3 locus is direct, we tested the binding of in vitro translated NKX2-1 protein with two independent DNA sequences [+773–898 and +823–962] from the LMO3 locus using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) [Fig. 6A; Supplemental Fig. S7B]. Electrophoretic mobility of both LMO3 sequences was shifted when NKX2-1 protein was added and further shifted [supershift] by addition of anti-NKX2-1 antibody, suggesting direct binding of NKX2-1 to the LMO3 gene locus [Fig. 6A].

**Regulation of LMO3 expression by NKX2-1 is cellular context-dependent and may require cooperative binding with FOXA1**

We further evaluated the ability of NKX2-1 to induce expression of the LMO3 gene in six different cell lines with and without endogenous expression of NKX2-1. Ectopic expression of NKX2-1 was able to augment the expression of the LMO3 gene in the three cell lines that harbor genomic amplification and expression of NKX2-1. We did not observe a similar induction in three other cell lines—A549, AALE tracheobronchial epithelial cells, and 293T cells, all of which do not express endogenous NKX2-1—whereas SFTP8 expression was induced in all cell lines except for a nonlung epithelial cell line, 293T [Fig. 6B]. In addition, in two lung adenocarcinoma cell lines—HCC78 and H2347—that express endogenous LMO3, NKX2-1 failed to induce LMO3 expression [Supplemental Fig. S8A]. This suggests that NKX2-1 requires a specific cellular context such as expression of cofactors or a permissive chromatin structure to enable NKX2-1 transactivation of the LMO3 gene.

While we were able to validate enrichment of the LMO3 locus as well as the SFTP8 promoter locus from ChIP-seq data in two additional cell lines—NCI-H1819 and NCI-H2087—that harbor amplification of NKX2-1 [Fig. 6C], the enrichment of these loci was not observed in the A549 lung adenocarcinoma cell line that lacks endogenous NKX2-1 expression, confirming the specificity of antibody enriching this region [Fig. 6C; Supplemental Fig. S2B]. When we ectopically overexpressed NKX2-1 in the A549 cell line, we observed slower cellular growth compared with the control GFP-expressing A549 cell line, consistent with a tumor-suppressive role of NKX2-1 in A549, a mucinous lung adenocarcinoma cell line [Supplemental Fig S8B; Lieber et al. 1976; Maeda et al. 2012]. In A549 cells with ectopic NKX2-1 expression, NKX2-1 localized to the SFTP8 promoter region, whereas we could not detect NKX2-1 occupancy at the LMO3 locus, again suggesting that in this cellular context, additional cofactors are required for NKX2-1 to localize to this LMO3 site [Fig. 6C].

Since the FOX motif was one of the enriched motif sequences adjacent to NKX2-1-binding regions and the FOXA1 gene is coamplified with NKX2-1 at chromosomal segment 14q13 in 80%–90% of NKX2-1-amplified cases [Supplemental Fig. S8C] and is known to play an essential role in lung development [Wan et al. 2005], we tested whether FOXA1 can co-occupy the LMO3 locus by ChIP analysis using an antibody against FOXA1. We found that FOXA1 bound to the LMO3 locus upstream of the NKX2-1-binding site [Fig. 7A]. By independent ChIP-qPCR, we observed that the highest enrichment of FOXA1 binding was with a primer set spanning 385–510 bp downstream from the TSS of the LMO3 gene [Supplemental Fig. S7A]. We also found that four of the NKX2-1-
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**Figure 6.** NKX2-1 binds to ~0.8 kb downstream from the TSS of the LMO3 gene and trans-activates LMO3 expression in cells with NKX2-1 amplification but not in cells without NKX2-1 amplification. [A] EMSA with in vitro translated NKX2-1 protein for two 32P-labeled probes designed from the LMO3 gene locus. Electrophoretic mobility was shifted when incubated with NKX2-1 protein (lanes 2,6) and further shifted [supershift] by addition of anti-NKX2-1 antibody [lanes 4,8]. [Lanes 3,7] Mobility shift was diminished with incubation of nonradioactive self-competitor probes. [B] Ectopic expression of NKX2-1 induced ~10-fold expression of LMO3 in three cell lines [H3122, H2009, and H1819] that harbor NKX2-1 amplification. LMO3 expression was not induced to a similar level or reduced after ectopic expression in three cell lines without NKX2-1 amplification [A549, AALE, and 293T cells]. [C] ChIP enrichment [percent recovery of input] by anti-NKX2-1 antibody measured by qPCR at 0.7 kb downstream from LMO3 TSS and the SFTP8 promoter for three cell lines [H1819, H2087, and H1212] with NKX2-1 amplification, A549 without NKX2-1 amplification, and A549 expressing ectopic NKX2-1. HBG1 serves as a negative control. NKX2-1 localizes to both LMO3 and SFTP8 loci in NKX2-1-amplified cell lines but was not able to localize to the LMO3 locus in A549, whereas NKX2-1 was still able to occupy the SFTP8 promoter region.
amplified cell lines that we examined have much higher endogenous expression of FOXA1 protein compared with A549 or 293T cells [Supplemental Fig. S2B]. Furthermore, ectopic expression of FOXA1 in A549 cells potentiated the ability of forced expression of NKX2-1 to induce LMO3 expression [Supplemental Fig. S8D]. Suppression of FOXA1 in NCI-H3122, which resulted in decreased cell survival, led to reduced LMO3 expression [Supplemental Fig. S8E]. Finally, genome-wide analysis of FOXA1 occupancy by ChIP-seq in the NCI-H3122 cell line revealed highly significant overlap with NKX2-1 occupancy [47% of NKX2-1-bound sites] [Supplemental Fig. S8F], suggesting that multiple NKX2-1 target genes could be coregulated by FOXA1 in the NKX2-1-amplified cells and that coregulation of not only LMO3 but other target genes by NKX2-1 and FOXA1 might be a critical mechanism for cell survival of NKX2-1-amplified lung adenocarcinomas.

Discussion

NKX2-1 is the most commonly amplified gene in lung adenocarcinoma but plays a complex role in the regulation of lung adenocarcinogenesis. On the one hand, NKX2-1 is required for the growth of lung adenocarcinoma cells bearing its amplification [Kendall et al. 2007; Tanaka et al. 2007; Weir et al. 2007; Kwei et al. 2008], suggesting that it is a dominant oncogene; this concept is corroborated by the activating translocations of NKX2-1 seen in acute T-cell lymphoblastic leukemias [Hommenga et al. 2011]. On the other hand, loss of NKX2-1 expression promotes metastasis in mouse models, is associated with tumor suppression of Kras-driven murine mucinous lung adenocarcinomas, and is associated with an inferior outcome in human lung adenocarcinomas [Winslow et al. 2011; Maeda et al. 2012].

Understanding the downstream signaling from NKX2-1 can help to identify targets of its transcriptional activity and shed light on its complex roles in lung adenocarcinoma. Here, we used an integrated analysis of data from ChIP, gene expression correlation analysis, and RNAi to nominate the LMO3 transcriptional regulatory gene as a functional target of NKX2-1.

LMO3 is a paralog of LMO1/2 oncogenes that are recurrently translocated and, as a consequence, overexpressed in T-ALL [Boehm et al. 1988a,b]. The LMO3 gene itself is translocated in at least one T-ALL case [Simonis et al. 2009]. Although the mechanism of leukemogenesis by LMO gene rearrangements is still unknown, various lines of evidence suggest that the LMO genes play a role in differentiation, such as a recent study suggesting that Lmo2 might reactivate the self-renewing capacity of T-cells in preleukemic thymocytes [McCormack et al. 2010]. A developmental/differentiation role for LMO genes is consistent with the role of NKX2-1 as a master regulator of lung alveolar cell lineage commitment [Boggaram 2009]. Mice lacking Nkx2-1 fail to develop normal branching morphogenesis of the lung [Yuan et al. 2000]. It is conceivable that the developmental roles of NKX2-1 and the LMO genes are linked and that these links may extend to their respective roles in tumorigenesis.

The activity of NKX2-1 to bind to the LMO3 locus was restricted to a subset of lung adenocarcinoma cell lines; in the limited set of tested cells, only the lines that were NKX2-1-amplified showed LMO3 induction by NKX2-1. This result suggested that an essential cofactor might also be required for NKX2-1 to trans-activate LMO3. Our data suggest that FOXA1 may be such a cofactor. FOXA1 coexpression with NKX2-1 induces LMO3 expression, and FOXA1 binds to the LMO3 locus.

FOX proteins are a family of transcription factors that play roles in regulating genes involved in cell growth, proliferation, and differentiation. While there are as many as 46 genes encoding FOX proteins that have been described in humans, a few have been well characterized and known for consensus binding motifs. Of those, FOXA1/2, FOXJ1, and FOXP1/2 have been implicated in lung morphogenesis. FOXA1/2 are essential in early lung development [Costa et al. 2001], FOXJ1 is essential for differentiation of ciliated epithelial cells in the lung [Costa et al. 2001], and FOXP1/2 has been shown to be important for lung alveolization [Shu et al. 2007]. While multiple forkhead proteins may cooperate with NKX2-1 independently, FOXA1 is of particular interest because it is located at chromosomal segment 14q13.3, where NKX2-1 resides.
and is often coamplified in lung adenocarcinoma. FoxA1 has been shown to interact with Nkx2-1 to regulate the expression of lung-specific genes such as Sftpb and Scgb1a1 (Minoo et al. 2007). We showed that NKK2-1 and FOXA1 bind to many common genomic loci in NCI-H3122 cells, including the LMO3 gene locus (Fig. 7A; Supplemental Fig. S8F).

Our data provide a new insight into the transcriptional regulatory network of NKK2-1 in NKK2-1-amplified lung adenocarcinoma and have nominated LMO3 as a key transducer of NKK2-1, with FOXA1 as a major cooperative factor with NKK2-1. While aberrant activation of transcriptional regulation for lineage commitment has proven to be important in hematopoietic malignancy, we have just begun to understand dysregulated transcriptional networks in lung adenocarcinomas. Further studies of the NKK2-1 transcriptional network and cooperation between NKK2-1, FOXA1, and LMO3 as transcriptional regulators in lung adenocarcinoma may elucidate important tumor vulnerabilities.

Materials and methods

Cell culture

NCI-H2347, NCI-H1819, NCI-H2087, NCI-H3122, NCI-H2009, HCC78, HCC1833, and A549 cells were provided by Dr. John Minna (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center). Cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 growth medium (Mediatech) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1 mM penicillin/streptomycin (Mediatech). Immortalized tracheobronchial epithelial cells (AALE cells) were prepared as described previously (Lundberg et al. 2002) and maintained in SAGM growth medium (Lonza). Stably transfected A549 cells were provided by Dr. John Minna (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center). Cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 growth medium (Mediatech) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1 mM penicillin/streptomycin (Mediatech). Immortalized tracheobronchial epithelial cells (AALE cells) were prepared as described previously (Lundberg et al. 2002) and maintained in SAGM growth medium (Lonza). Stable NKK2-1 ORF or GFP-expressing NCI-H2347, NCI-H3122, NCI-H2009, HCC78, HCC1833, A549, 293T, and A549 were established with use of a lentiviral vector (pLEX-Blast) with a standard viral transfer protocol. Stable FOXA1 ORF or GFP-expressing A549 with ectopic NKK2-1 expression were established with use of a lentiviral vector (pLEX-puro) with a standard viral transfer protocol.

ChIP

About 20 million cells per cell line were cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde for 10 min at 37°C, washed in 5 mg/mL BSA in PBS and then in just cold PBS, resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.1, 10 mM EDTA, 1% SDS, 1× complete protease inhibitors [Roche]), and sonicated with the Covaris complete sonication kit. The lysates were treated with RNase A and Proteinase K, followed by precipitation of chromatin fragments with the appropriate antibody and input DNA without immunoprecipitation were treated with RNase A and Proteinase K, followed by precipitation of chromatin fragments with the appropriate antibody and input DNA without immunoprecipitation were treated with RNase A and Proteinase K, followed by precipitation of chromatin fragments with the appropriate antibody and input DNA without immunoprecipitation. The immunoprecipitated DNA was purified by column-purified with QiaQuick columns (Qiagen), and sonicated using the SpaMo (Whitington et al. 2011) module in the CEAS (cis-regulatory element annotation system) algorithm (Shin et al. 2009). Metagene average profiling was calculated by default setting (3-kb range of normalized gene structures) for either all genes, 260 genes that were positively correlated with NKK2-1 overexpression, 144 genes that were negatively correlated, or 202 genes that were not correlated and expressed at a low level in NCI-H3122 cells.

An equal number (7469) of peaks with the highest statistical significance for enrichment was used to determine the intersection of binding regions from different cell lines. Then, numbers of genomic intervals shared by two or more samples were counted and represented in a Venn diagram. For comparison of NKK2-1 and FOXA1 binding, additional NKK2-1 ChIP-seq was performed on NCI-H3122 cell lysates, and immunoprecipitation and sequencing were done simultaneously under the same condition with FOXA1 ChIP-seq on Illumina HiSeq 2000. These data were used for all visualizations of ChIP-seq data on the genome viewer (Fig. 6C; Supplemental Figs. S4B, S5B).

Significantly enriched peaks in the combined data of three cell lines were also analyzed by first detecting all potential enriched sites with a very low threshold level (nominal $P < 10^{-2}$) by MACS for the data from each cell line and intersected common genomic intervals in three data and calculating each combined statistical value using a modified Stouffer’s method. Enriched sequence motifs in 1158 binding peaks with the highest statistical significance ($P < 10^{-15}$) were further determined with the use of the MEME ChIP module in the MEME suite (Machanick and Bailey 2011). Known motifs at the fixed distance from the primary NKK2-1 motif identified from the MEME algorithm were searched using the SpaMo (Whitington et al. 2011) module in the MEME suite as described. For spacing analysis, 1049 intersexed NKK2-1-binding peaks of three cell lines were scanned for any of three cell lines were used.
Expression data analyses and GSEA

For identification of those genes whose expression is correlated with NKX2-1, we used a gene-centric CDF file to generate expression data from existing raw expression files of 470 primary lung adenocarcinomas samples [Director's Challenge Consortium for the Molecular Classification of Lung Adenocarcinoma et al. 2008] and 42 lung adenocarcinoma cell lines with matched copy number data from Affymetrix 250K SNP arrays [Sos et al. 2009]. We applied RMA (robust multichip average) and quartile normalization as well as the matchprobes package in the Bioconductor framework to create one single data set. To identify genes linked to NKX2-1 from the primary lung adenocarcinoma data set, we used the 47 (top 10th percentile) samples that had the highest NKX2-1 expression and the 47 (bottom 10th percentile) samples with the lowest NKX2-1 expression, and from the cell line data set, the 11 cell lines with highest NKX2-1-amplification and the 17 cell lines without NKX2-1 amplification or expression were used. To identify correlated genes, we calculated differential expression with use of the same (SAM in R) package in Bioconductor.

RNAi

shRNA sequences that target NKX2-1, LMO3, FOXA1, ESR1, RARA, GFP, and LacZ were cloned into either the pLKO.1 lentiviral vector or the doxycycline-inducible Tet-On-pLKO.1 vector, obtained from the RNAi Consortium (TRC) at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. The virus was produced according to TRC's protocol (http://www.broadinstitute.org/rnaí/trc). Briefly, the pLKO.1-shRNA plasmid was transfected into 293T cells, along with the packaging vectors pCMV-dR8.91 and VSV-G, and viral particles were collected in RPMI-1640 medium at 24 and/or 48 h. Virus titers were assayed in NIH-3T3 mouse fibroblasts to determine the minimum amount of virus needed to produce ~100% infection. Target cells were seeded on 10-cm plates on the day prior to the infection and were subsequently incubated for 4–6 h with diluted virus in 8 μg/mL polybrene. Twenty-four hours post-infection, fresh medium containing 1–2 μg/mL puromycin was added, and cells were selected in puromycin for 72–96 h until controls of noninfected cells were no longer visibly viable. All target sequences for shRNA are listed in Supplemental Table S5.

Arrayed RNAi screen

Lentiviral vectors containing shRNA sequences were obtained from TRC. For two genes that we sought to evaluate (NKX2-1 and LMO3), the 10 top-scoring constructs were used for the RNAi screen. For the remaining 13 genes to be tested in the RNAi screen [AR2, ALCAM, ANK31A, DUSP6, GPR116, KIAA0467, KRT15, LRBA, MBIP, SCEL, STFB, TOXI, and UBAP1], five shRNAs per gene in the TRC collection were used and analyzed. For the controls, two shRNAs each against GFP, RFP, and LacZ and one shRNA against Luciferase as well as one empty control from pLKO.1 and two from pLKO.3-pgw were included. The screens were performed at the DFCI RNAi Screening Facility. For screening cell lines with this lentivirus, cells were plated in 384-well microtiter plates and, on the following day, infected with 1–2 μL of shRNA lentivirus in the presence of 8 μg/mL polybrene. All screens were performed in quadruplicate, with two replicates in the presence and two replicates in the absence of puromycin, which was added 24 h post-infection. Six days post-infection, wells were assayed using CellTiter-Glo (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Raw luminescence scores for the replicate wells with puromycin for a given shRNA construct in each cell line were normalized against readings in that cell line for controls. The results of the RNAi screen were analyzed with the RIGER method. RIGER compares the effects of each shRNA construct on the four NKX2-1-amplified lung adenocarcinoma lines with the construct’s effects in the four control cell lines to determine an enrichment score for each construct. Lower enrichment scores signify a greater decrease in proliferation in the NKX2-1-amplified cell lines with the shRNA constructs for a given gene. The enrichment scores were normalized against an enrichment score that would be generated by random permutation of an shRNA set of the same size to generate a normalized enrichment score for each gene based on the composite scores for the constructs targeting that gene compared with other genes in the screen. In the generation of the normalized score for each gene, the algorithm assumes that not all constructs will be effective at reducing target expression. Comparison of the actual data to this permutation allows calculation of nominal P-values and the false discovery rate (FDR).

EMSA

The DNA fragment that lies upstream of the LMO3 gene was PCR-amplified from human genomic DNA; a total of 250 ng of PCR products was end-labeled with [32P]-dATP by T4 polynucleotide kinase and purified with G-50 columns (GE Healthcare). For DNA-binding reactions, NKX2-1 ORF was cloned into the pcDNA3 vector. The cloned vector and a control empty pcDNA3 vector were transcribed with T7 polymerase and translated in vitro with the use of the TNT Quick-Coupled Transcription/Translation system (Promega) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Prior to DNA-binding reactions, 2 μL of the in vitro translated proteins was incubated in binding buffer [150 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM DTT, 0.1% Triton X-100, 12.5% glycerol] for 10 min at room temperature with 1 μg of poly[dI-dC] and, when indicated, 1 μg of anti-NKX2-1 antibody (BL4000; Bethyl Laboratories) for supershift assay or 200 ng of nonradiolabeled self-DNAs for competition. The reaction was incubated for an additional 20 min at room temperature after adding the labeled DNA probes (1000 cpm) and electrophoresed on a 6% nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel.

Cell viability assay

Cells are selected for 72 h with puromycin or blasticidin S 24 h after infection and seeded in 96-well assay plates in replicates. Each plate at the indicated time was incubated with CellTiter-Glo reagents (Promega), and luminescence intensity was measured with use of a SpectraMax plate reader (Molecular Device). Luminescence values were normalized to the measurement at day 1.

RT-qPCR

RNA was extracted from cells using the RNeasy minikit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Reverse transcription was performed with use of the QuantiTect cDNA synthesis kit (Qiagen). All qPCRs were performed in duplicate with Power PCR SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) on a 7300 Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). For
quantification of mRNA expression in each sample, values were normalized to expression values for GAPDH. The primers used are listed in Supplemental Table S4.

Western blots

Cell lysates were prepared by incubating cells in lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.25% NP-40, protease inhibitors) for 20 min at 4°C. After centrifugation to remove insoluble debris, lysates were immunoblotted with use of an anti-NKX2-1 antibody (Bethyl Laboratories, BL-4000), anti-LMO3 antibody (a gift from Dr. Nakagawara, Chiba Cancer Center, Chiba, Japan), anti-FOXA1 antibody (Abcam, ab23738), or an anti-vinculin antibody (Sigma).

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed with the use of Prism software. Statistical significance was determined using a Student’s t-test comparison for unpaired data and was indicated as follows: *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01.
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